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Ashford is now just 38 minutes from London on the UK’s first high speed rail line.
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PageSuite
PageSuite is an award-winning digital publishing software house that specialises in the newspaper and
magazines industry. It is highly regarded as one of the UK’s leading publishing software houses and is
renowned for its professional page-turning software.
Nathan Parrett, Managing Director at PageSuite, explains: “PageSuite has developed and provides a
unique range of publishing software. Customers include seven out of the top ten newspaper groups in
the UK plus publishers worldwide producing more than 4,000 titles.”
PageSuite has been recognised as a market leader when they received the highly-acclaimed ‘Innovation in Business’ award at the
Kent Business Awards 2008/9.
Based in Aldington, just outside Ashford, PageSuite believes their location is perfect for taking advantage of the latest technology.
Indeed, Ashford is already working with developers and telecommunications operators to establish a fibre-optic network in the town,
where wider Broadband access will benefit and support both business and residents alike.
Ashford attracts workers from more than 40km (25 miles) away - more than twice the national average - and PageSuite’s location
provides further evidence of the area’s accessibility to employees from near and far. They currently employ 17 members staff who
travel from as far away as Folkestone, Canterbury and Redhill.
Nathan Parrett continued: “One of the most attractive aspects of living and working near Ashford is the quality of life it has to offer.
We attract staff who like to work in some of the most beautiful countryside yet still have the benefits of being close to a fastdeveloping town centre.”
For more information visit the PageSuite website or telephone 01233 721030.
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